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contain finite punctuation marks, mostly exclamation or question marks that function as indirect 
appeals. Through these appeals, the reader is performatively turned into the submissive girl. This 
process corresponds to Judith Butler’s argument that verbal address constitutes the identity of 
subjects, even if this interpellation is offensive or defaming to the addressee (cf. Butler 1997). 
Adhering to speech act theory, Butler conceptualizes language as action and ‘hate speech’ as an 
illocutionary speech act, inasmuch as the subject is constituted in the very moment of hailing 
and thereby establishing inter-subjective hierarchies. The repetitive quoting of certain conven-
tions in this way forms and regulates subjects into a subordinate position. Pretty Girl exposes such 
mechanisms and their physical appropriation; at the same time, it creates a fundamental disorien-
tation and uncertainty concerning the positions of both speaker and addressee.

With regard to its literariness, this video installation is most interesting in its treatment of 
oral and written language. Since both appear simultaneously, the viewer must decide which to 
follow and position himself or herself in the gallery space accordingly. In the installation at the 
Marion Scharmann gallery in Cologne (2008), the two screens were positioned on different 
floors so that it was impossible to view them at the same time without moving about within 
the space. The recipient therefore fulfills the mediating role of translating and connecting; his 
or her physical movement relates the oral language on the screen to the silent wall projection 
containing the written phrases. Hattenberger thus presents language as multimodal, appearing in 
different formats as an “intermedium” ( Jäger 2010b, 302). Her video installation addresses the act 
of literary transcription itself—the process of turning an everyday monolog into ‘art.’ Pretty Girl 
shows how an ostensibly neutral script—presented on the silent wall projection—is automati-
cally interpreted by the speaker, the artist, and the recipients of the video installation. It is in this 
continuous dynamics of transcriptivity, between orality and script, that meaning is established, 
becoming a poetic signification due to its ambiguity and openness to interpretation.

Shelly Silver’s experimental video essay 5 lessons and 9 questions about Chinatown (US 
2010)—produced for the Chinatown Film Project of The Museum of Chinese in America—is 
a complex portrait of the artist’s neighborhood: Chinatown in New York City. The work com-
bines spoken and written Mandarin, Cantonese, and English with archival photographs, historic 
maps, 19th-century cartoons, and footage of contemporary Chinatown, mostly in exterior shots. 
Whereas Cantonese and Mandarin are spoken by actual persons, the English voices are computer 
generated. The video’s collage-like editing displays the intricate layers that constitute the neigh-
borhood beneath the visible surface of familiar shops and people spending time together in parks, 
revealing a history of settlements and demolitions, immigration, racism, and gentrification. The mix 
of languages, writing systems, and voices—at times combined into matching translations with or 
without transcriptions, at times assembled into multilingual and multimodal sentences—not only 
highlights the multilingualism, the many voices of Chinatown, but it also undermines the idea of a 
master narrative, a singular history or identity. 5 lessons and 9 questions about Chinatown jumps among 
languages, spoken words, and script; present, past, and future; and the general and the specific.

This formal principle is established right from the beginning. Silver’s video uses modern high 
Chinese—Mandarin—as well as Cantonese, a dialect spoken mostly in southern China, which 
differs so much from high Chinese that it is considered a language on its own. Many inhabitants 
of U.S. Chinatowns originated in this region, home to the only harbor in which foreign ships 
were allowed to land during the reign of the emperor. Correspondingly, Silver’s video employs 
two different Chinese script systems: the traditional ‘long signs’ that were used in China in an 
earlier era—and are still common in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Singapore as well as North Ameri-
can Chinatowns, as the video emphasizes—and the ‘short signs’ that were introduced after the 
communist reformation of script and are now commonly used in mainland China.

The video opens with close-ups of a park in wintertime: a table with benches; a group of 
older men, laughing, and playing a game; and a birdcage covered with fabric. Next, very wide 
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shots present the park as situated in its urban setting. Simultaneously, the first English voice-overs 
are heard, led by a female with a male or a chorus responding: “Start with a view. | Start with a 
view, | Looking south. | Looking south. | We’re looking south. | Once, this wasn’t there. | This 
wasn’t there. | Something else was. | A hill, near a pond. | Pond.” The line “Once, this wasn’t 
there.” is illustrated by a black rectangle ‘erasing’ the view onto the park, and “Something else 
was.” is combined with the image of a historic map. After the English word “Pond,” two words 
in Mandarin, uttered by different speakers, can be heard, chí, (pond) and jí (to collect), followed 
by the English voice-over translation “collect pond.” To someone who does not understand 
Mandarin, the words sound similar, like a rhyme or a sharp and soft pronunciation of the same 
word. Following a principle reminiscent of sound poetry, this combination highlights ‘what a 
difference a sound makes,’ as well as the fact that a pond is also where water is ‘collected.’

In another sequence, Silver employs a specific kind of intellectual montage that deconstructs 
habitual language use. Referring to Jacob Riis’s famous book How the Other Half Lives (1890), a 
voice-over informs the audience: “Chapter eight is called Chinatown” (it is in fact Chapter 9 in the 
Riis book that bears this title). Simultaneously, the word “Chinatown” is shown against a black back-
ground. Next, the compound word is disassembled. First, the word ‘China’ is spoken and presented 
individually, followed by a shot of a porcelain plate that is then combined with the word ‘town’ (Fig-
ure 3.1.26). This defamiliarizing word-image sign highlights the arbitrariness of language, not unlike 
Baldessari’s video performances. The term ‘C/china’ not only denotes a country, but it is also used to 
denote porcelain dinnerware. ‘Chinatown’ is named, as another voice-over informs viewers, “like the 
country.” In contrast to “Jew Town” (Chapter 10 in the Riis’s book; presented in the video with the 
same principle as ‘Chinatown’), which is named, as the voice-over notes, “for a people, not a country.”

Following these politically charged introductory sequences, the video continues with five ‘les-
sons’—a rather ambiguous term, connoting both ‘language’ as well as ‘history lessons’: (1) “Neigh-
bour || hood”; (2) “What was it like || 1886 || Before” (following the Chinese sign order from 
the simultaneous voice-over and thus creating a syntactic error in English); (3) “More history,” (4) 
“Change,” and (5) “Inside || Deanna’s House.” Each lesson is introduced by a short sequence of 
black screens with the word “lesson” as well as the Arabic and/or the Chinese number—a stylistic 
reference to the subtitle cards of the silent film era—accompanied by a Mandarin, Cantonese, and 

FIGURE 3.1.26 Shelly Silver. 5 lessons and 9 questions about Chinatown. 2010.



English voice-over choir announcing the number. Individual lessons cover different topics with 
different image types: Some use contemporary footage of Chinatown, whereas others use stills of 
historic documents. They are united by the formal principle of collage, which draws attention spe-
cifically to script or to the sounds of the different languages. Lesson 1, for instance, presents footage 
of different sites that constitute the neighborhood of an unidentified first-person narrator: “my 
bakery,” “my laundromat,” “my door,” “my grocery,” and “my fish store.” There is no voice-over, 
just the sound of the streets. The last image of the grocery is followed by a black screen showing 
only the ‘cut out’ store sign displaying Chinese script under which the English translation is pre-
sented in white script: “It’s dirt cheap if you do it yourself !” This screen specifically addresses an 
audience that cannot read Chinese script and on a walk through Chinatown would perceive it as 
exotic ornament (Figure 3.1.27). The revelation also has an almost comic effect arising from cul-
tural differences, as the sign does not advertise, for example, fresh fruits as is customary in Western 
supermarkets. Here it is a making familiar that creates an eye-opening defamiliarization.

Lesson 2 shows the history of the deep-rooted xenophobia and racism against Chinese immi-
grants in the U.S. using the chromolithograph Hobson’s Choice—You Can Go or Stay (1886) and 
the lithograph The Great Fear of the Period That Uncle Sam May Be Swallowed by Foreigners: The 
Problem Solved (1860–1869). Both pictures are revealed only bit by bit in a sequence of inner-
frame editing. Viewed in its entirety, Hobson’s Choice shows a Western man who stands close to 
a cliff, wearing a hat with the word “Oregon” written on the brim, his arms spread, a gun in 
each hand. To his left, Chinese men are jumping into the sea; to his right dead Chinese men lie 
on the ground. The title of the print is written under his feet. The chromolithograph, probably 
referring to the anti-Chinese violence in Oregon during the mid-1880s, illustrates the fatal 
‘Hobson’s choice’ of the Chinese who can ‘go’ by jumping to death or ‘stay’ and be killed. 5 les-
sons and 9 questions about Chinatown draws attention to the brutal irony of the (death) sentence 
by dissecting it. An English voice-over speaks each word individually, and simultaneously only 
the spoken word can be seen, as if cut out. Only ‘stay’ is not spoken in English. Instead, a female 
voice-over articulates the Cantonese equivalent, lau4. This switch from English to Cantonese 
disrupts the rhythm of speech, and, more importantly, it articulates the persistence of Chinese 
Americans who stay. After the word lau4 is spoken, only the hands holding guns can be seen, 

FIGURE 3.1.27 Shelly Silver. 5 lessons and 9 questions about Chinatown. 2010.
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with the Mandarin sign 铳 next to them and a female speaker exclaiming “Chòng! Chòng!” 
(Figure 3.1.28). The sign 铳 is ‘blunderbuss,’ delineating the gun in the image, but also used ono-
matopoetically, a use underlined when the sequence is repeated, only this time with the English 
“Bang! Bang!” On the one hand, the dissecting editing animates the chromolithograph, literally 
turning a series of close-up stills into a sequence of moving images, an early film technique 
known from the famous ‘lion sequence’ in Sergei Eisenstein’s film Battleship Potemkin (1925). 
On the other hand, the animation also creates an effect of ‘actualization.’ By foregrounding small 
details of the print, the depicted violence is amplified as it has no chance of retreating into the 
overall composition. It also has no chance of being dismissed as an unfortunate episode of his-
tory; rather, history is made present because xenophobia is a present problem.

The present is also emphasized at the end of the video, not only in the sense of the present 
of contemporary Chinatown but by directly addressing the present audience. Between Lesson 4 
and Lesson 5, the titular nine questions are inserted as white script (English and Mandarin) on a 
black ground. The last one differs, presented without any voice-overs, as such introducing a very 
different atmosphere of heightened graveness:

Who belongs in a neighborhood? | 誰屬於一個鄰里? || Who controls a neighborhood? |  
究竟是誰在控制我的鄰里? || Who should decide how a neighborhood changes? | 
誰應該有權決定附近地區如何改變? || The people who own the buildings? | 是這些大
廈的擁有者 | (many of whom don’t live here) | (他們當中很多人都不住在中國城) ||  
Do they represent the community’s interests? | 他們有在幫我們的權益做打算嗎? | 
Or their own personal interests? | 還是為他們自己的權益著想? || Should the govern-
ment control the neighborhood? | 政府應該控制地方上的事項嗎? || Do we vote? |  
我們應該投票嗎? | Can we vote? | 我們可以投票嗎? || Who are we? | 我們是誰?

The bilingual questions are posed from different social and cultural perspectives, from general 
ethical concerns to that of a specific community. At the very end of the video, a series of Chinese 
signs is iterated, accompanied first by Cantonese, then by Mandarin and English voice-overs, 

FIGURE 3.1.28 Shelly Silver. 5 lessons and 9 questions about Chinatown. 2010.



and finally all voices speak together. By introducing English last and not providing an English 
transcription of the Chinese signs, a non-Chinese speaking audience is initially excluded and 
thus made to feel like ‘the stranger,’ of not belonging, of not being part of the community. But 
then the English voice-over reveals: “You are a part of it.” This revelation is an invitation, but it 
also an appeal: You are a part of it—the history, the violence, the gentrification, the community 
of contemporary New Yorkers and Americans, the audience—you are a part of it, so you are 
responsible. There is no outside, no sense of detachment permitted, no detached contemplation 
of art. Here, aesthetics turn into ethics, calling for engagement.

The analyses in this section have shown how many media artworks use oral language as ‘quoted’ or 
‘inauthentic speech.’ Minimalistic texts are excessively repeated and voices are technically manip-
ulated so that the act of signification is laid bare and the materiality of sound is highlighted. 
Although repetition is a central characteristic of artistic conventions and therefore a marker of 
automatization, it can also be a device that effects literariness. If the iterative moment of a speech 
act is foregrounded, this iteration becomes a disturbance and results in deautomatization. Hyper-
trophied iteration is an aesthetic device for experiencing—or rather enduring—temporality, para-
digmatically exemplified in Gerz’s excessive Rufen bis zur Erschöpfung. In this work, but also in 
Hatoum’s So Much I Want to Say, the dialogical structure of speech—a conceptual marker of oral 
language, the language of proximity—trails off unanswered and is as such defamiliarized. In con-
trast to narrative cinema or theater plays, speech in media art is not predominantly part of a dialog 
between characters; on the contrary, it often refers only to itself. Self-referential articulations and 
speech acts obstruct an immersive reception and lay bare the existence of the artwork ‘as material,’ 
and as such highlight the dialogical relationship with the viewers. In media art, voices are less used 
as a transparent medium than made palpable as artistic material. When Gerz’s voice cracks or Acco-
nci speaks with his mouth wide open, elusive voices are not only bound back to a body, but also 
speech and voice are uncoupled. The voice is liberated into the realm of poetic zaum’ language.
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